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To prevent policy-taking from being fragmented i to a
series of ad hoc and disjointed decisions, it is important to be as
cler as possible about the policy-making framework within which
d eci.si on-making is to operate. School boards that aspire toward
enhwcing -their policy-making function are here provided with a basic
s trIzet tire for policy-making. Policy-making means setting the genera].
direct ion 3.11 which the school system charts its course, and the
manmer iT which the schools are to be operated. The policy-making
fIanzev oric -presented here is a six-step process that involves
allswer-ing several questions: (1) What ought to he? (2) What is the
cilrzen t state of af-Zairs? (3) what is the problem? (4) What are the
altrn,atJ.ve solutions? (5) What shall be the policy? (6) What are the
r ,resu,lt df the policy? The first question involves the consideration
of wallies, a consideration vital to policy-making because of values*

on aspirations, goals, and perception of reality.
DetroLining the difference between the answer to question one and the
amsw-er to guetion two constitutes needs assessment. Question six is
vdta_l lecatise policy evaluation is necessary to correct policy
tialf unction. (Author/JP1)
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INTR UCTION

Cri Izisirs of schooling have ita-ted a. good der- -1 of

controversy about. an overarching level of the educational

in titution p li.cy. Almost everyone who participates. in

e duce: a ti.ona 1 governance is a source of policy. Although

everyone ha- a unique umdersta ding of "rolioy, there hare

been few attempts- to come directly to grips with the polLcN

deci _n Knakire.g actactivity education.

A start ir t for o rsideratiom of educational

policy making is ecogniitioa that the school of 1978 i.s to

longer the school of 1958. That school is no longer an.

institution generate& by a fairly restricted community,

receiving from it a clear mandate, and organ izing itself

around linited number of gemerally accepted, fundamental

values. Today, the sch ols and school boards are situated

at the i tersection beta the society of today aid the

society of tomorrow something which does not yet exist

and which no one can clearly define OECD, 19-76:65).

Tomorrow is today's future. Funny thing about the

future; plan fox it or not, you can be sure it will organize

itself around you.
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7he shifting shapes of the future can and need to lie

more closely. oNam ned by policy makers; existing information

can be combined with assumptions and aspirations - the

nlihat if - to d ermine not what has happened but what

could happen under certain conditions. Alternative

pcsFs ?obi lities can be earnined in detail and comparisons

drawn bet thew. Decisions can then be made based on

inforrxd judgements. of the disks and benefit- associated

with any given course of =_ction.

LI we era deal effectively with problems, w can

replace chance with control in the shaping o f tomorrow

through policy making. Or, we can chopse to apply the five

miost clang _as in the English lan "naybe it

uill go VI

The, eh

That choice is inherent in life nobody can deny.

To go %Tern, as school boards do, is to choose, and to choose

.fting, multiplying and cozconflicting goals is to

govern under difficult conditions_ in making educational

choice. re "school-' the ire of the public ie easily aroused

for you touch at once on a man's past, on the future of his

children, and by. no means lightly -- on his pocket book..
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Life demands each of us to snake tough decisions_

Individuals vary- in their readiness to snake such decisions.

Ignor' problem or process does not make critical

issues disappear.

Recognition and selection of key elements in board

policy making can serve as a basis for asking those all

tant questions that trustees need to ask if they are

to be effective in shaping tomorrow. One of the most

difficult things in the governance of education is to get

people to relate to policy and policy making; but it can

be done.

This p-e entation is aimed'at improving school board

policy making. It is not 50 much concerned with or about

policy decisions outcomes, but rather the process of

policy making. It should be understood at the outset that

there is no ideal or optimal structure for policy making.

The framework discussed here places considerable emphasis

On three elements: decision making is essentially a process

choosing among alternatives; in order to make a choice,

is important to use the best possible information

av ilable; and, the process must be one that avo2ds the

dangers of dependence on or dominance by special interest

grrups by providing "openness."



P imAkING

It assured that, making in poaLcy is a

_dgemental process. Therefore, what really matters is the

approach to thinkinq about the deci,siens that need to be made,

and choice: than a This, the process is

t<_ 'as n contialuous, conscious and deliberate weighing of

alterTiative on tt e broc4dCZt possible basis of

knowledge and Ipation. That is, policy snaking is not

a project task to be completed but a process to be continued.

policy m_ -g is not a 20th century phenomenon.

A sage once said "Assemble, discuss, cometo an aim,

never forget_ the aim, for it's the results that count."

The very first few weds clearly indicate a proce- The

key, from a policy perspective, is the phrase "come to an aim."

Long ago i observed hthat persons of good sense,

kith the e ception of some classes of people, seldom fall

into disputation. Obviously, school trustees, being unique

individuals elected to public office, cannot be categorized

as a class of people, and therefore must be of crnca sense.

Thus, they should seldom fall into disputation. Rouever,

ith the increasing inportance and emphasis of educational

poli oy t nvolving everwidening interests and intervention

n the decision making process, the scope for disputati

even among persons of good sense, becomes broader and more intense.



Thus, policy is much like an unruly horse. Once you

get astride of it you never knew where it will carry you.

Policy

fee l i rugs and ernot

illy because it lives in the beliefs,

ather than in logic; it has its or

in the field of values rather than in precise mathematical

rules. Every policynaker every board chairman, every

trustee -- Teas a different. set of beliefs, feelings and

emotions from c-very other policymaker, and the resulting

sets of values are the centre of individuality.

Consider nom a board of education, the members of

which possess a unique set or collection of values. Now

if you consider these various individual sets of values

around a boardroom table. , and the object is to arrive at a

corporate decision on any one sensitive educational issue,

the result hlr, is an environment of uncertainty

that is most unsettling to those subject to public inter-

vention and pressure, namely the trustees present. And yet

it is the values (and needs) of those who set policy that

will influence greatly the policies that ultimately are

established.

Naturally, boards endeavor to escape the unruly horse

by seeking some common ground. fixed in the nature of things

that does not change with changing individual valuations.



But try as they may they cannot escape valuing consciously

or 1171C CL --dy, by logic or habit, the relative importance

of the interests at stake. Every transaction is weighed at

each and every voint accordinq. to what is deemed to be an

educational purpose.

An aside that may not settle anything, but may be

worth keeping in mind is that there is no absolute solution

to any one educational question (as there is no ideal

ructure for policy making) , and that anyone who is

confident that HE has HE solution (for all time) should

consider himself a menace to society.

llerlce, if we cannot hope to find "absolute solutions

and even if we interpret educational purpose according to

variable standards and uncertain criteria, it is clearly of

vital importance that we be as clear as is po..sible about

the policy making framework within which the decision making

process is to operate rather than to have policy fragmented

into a series of ad hoc and disjointed decisions which make

it difficult to identify a direction or course of action OX

even to profit from experience. Effective and efficient

policy making depends riot only on the skill with which board

decisions are arrived at but more importantly on their

relationship to each other and to the whole question involved.
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A policy making process that isolates and stresses the

individual component parts runs the risk of losing the

meaning of the whole. That is, one of the things that can

happen is that you get something that looks reasonable in

pieces, something that reflects reality in sections, but

when you pt the whole thing together it does not come out

that way. However, identified kev elements in a school

board policy making framework can serve as a basis for

pursuing information crucial to policy makers.

For some time now the claim has been that the state

of policy making by school boards has been woefully weak

(Williams, 19751). Very little has been done to equip

trustees and their administrators to more effectively

exercise their policy making responsibilities. The truth

of the matter is that school boards are currently caught

in a web of political influences and pressures that impose

serious constraints on their policy making capabilities

(Cistone, 1972: V-VI). As a result, policy makers find it

difficult to operate effectively in setting and meeting

long-range goals. It is easier for elected officials to

be expeditors than to set policy.

If anything, one characteristic of policy making

worth noting here is its complexity and apparent disorder.

(Lindblom, 1968:3)



Hessoid, a Latin poet, z.1q2 said, "It's best to do

things sy 3t r a e 11 r e we axe 0 human, and disorder

is our wotst enemy. pOljey making is seen as a

political process to whieri there is no beginning and no end,

and the boundaries of vhi -el ancsnertaincertain Yet, some-

how a complex set of irlto-Oeting czccs results in what we

call "policy making and Olen 0l are linked together,

produce decisions ed

good

this,

dealing with edu -Lion-

trustee --

nt wfll sae

willrea1i5e it

It is clear recent e

framework wi=t_

it

n sense, a woman of

nothing novel in all

'ficant importance when

d a broad policy

which eduCati.orlai deci.si.on. making can proceed

have been attempted.

the relevance and ad

here May De differences of view as to

aey T the emerging policy ftamework

but it would be unrealit3-0 t

to find such frameworks hai; be

The purpose

simplified terms an 0

policy making at the

of key areas or,elemer

strategic importance

a

deny that a serious attempt

t in general and

rk for approaching

to identify a number

ed as being of

In Other words,
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we will u.ggest a process or descript=ion of behavior,

which, as such, cannot recommend action but it can provide

information that is essential to arriving at best inforrnad

decisions about how policy ought to be approached.

For purposes of this presentation, policy making is

viewed as a decision making process that occurs at the local

level -- the school board - as only the board as a corporate

body can set policy. Policy making is generally taken to

mean that a board, in acting as a corporate body, sets the

gene_a.l direction in which the school system cha):ts its course,

and the manner in which the schools are to be operated.

Policy makers are elected °Mei is viewed as the decision

makers charged with public management rce allocation,

and that body who should direct the administration to carry

out, it.,, policies.
Policy is viewed as a general statement

of intent directed toward achievement in a given goal area.

In fulfilling its proper role the school board

sets policy, monitors its implementation and evaluates the

outcomes. This role is crucial to local lay control of

public education is key to the preservation and extension

of our democratic way of 1_,.fe.

basically, policy malting 5 viewed social change

occur through political action , That is, policy is
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once the W eii bung of society' by making

xel.atio- hips b aeen ihdividuals, groups or

tbxough a- allocation of resource_ Policy

as a social process guided by the social

by people free and vrilLi.ng to shape

the elvironmerjt. Fran a polity perspective, the social

pro ess can be ted as f, 11

ces)

seek valu s

through institutions

affecting the envirOnnent.

(iess--11_, 1971:19)

e I. The S- 1 Process

it stanrds the piocess.does riot give us very

Ati L- Or first glance it appears simple; on

-her r vi=eV one q acX1 find out its cr MpaeXitV

which is nd the pe of this paper.

trier way

tieipars rake den rids er the political system from which

sue de slows and action. 1-t is gene ally portrayed as

Figure

Ong the process that in
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Figure Li ssteras rio0e1

(Arell 975 :37)
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Still another framework, based on basic oluesti

el4cte0 of vials should be asking in .the folmlation of

policyr is presented in Figure III. It is the framework

that will be dealt with for the balance of this paper.

.highlight the d- vnarnic of policy making the

framework needs to be explained in expanded_ font and

orientation.

Before expanding upon the process it must be clearly

unadexs-tood that in any school board setting we have a number

of individual trustees and their idiosynoracie as well as

a ,collective body, of "common sense" and folklore that affects

th,e tray in which people engage in policy raaking. Inevitably,

t least part of that folklore consists of fallacies. If
thAse fallacies go undetected or unrecognized, they can, as

pa at and parcel of the belief on which policy decisions may

be based, lead to faulty policies.

Thus by proposing principles incorporated in a

Erase r lc which might be used to counter those fallacies,
educational policy makers will be introduced to one way of

comirg closer to. that degree of soundness of policy making

of wIlich t=rustees are, given what they know and understand,

apable.



The Social Environment

We all function in a social envirc nne r. So do

boards of education. So does the policy making process as

policy cannot be made in a vacuum. The social environment

essentially specifies the overall context emphasizing the

demands, needs and aspirations of people, and the realities

Of the times and the values arising therefore are those

factors which must be considered. From a policy making

process perspe-tivet the focal feature is social change.

That is, policies are designed to induce changes in society --

changes in tbepatter sof interaction between and within

individuals, groups and organizations_ Uhe approach is

guided by acts of human freewill to change the environment.

Within the social environment, the dreams and

dissatisfactions, as well as aspirations and desires of

individuals are expressed, vociferously and otherwise,

as felt needs, unsettled issues, and incessant demands_

These all interact and exert pressure on the policy makers,

and manifest themselves as value positions and/or out

thin and as a consequence of the policy making process.

indicated earlier, poll s are value based.

Values are so much a part of our liv s and behavior that

we are often unaware of then -- or at Least we are unable to
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think about them clearly and articulately,. Yet, our values

clearly play a significant role in determining our choices

when presented with equally reasonable alternate possibilities.

That is wliy some will choose one course, others another', and

each will feel that his is the rational and right one. Thus,

when making decisions as a board,,it.would be useful to

recognize the value orientations and be aware of the influences

these-have upon the decisions of a board.

For our purposes a value can be viewed as that which

an individual or group regards as desirable, and in terms which

he or they can select, from among alternate possibilities,

the means and ends of action Values can be thought as

making up the guidance system an individual-or group uses

when faced with a choice. Values nay be identified by

noting differences in approach by individuals with similar

problems. It should be remetbered, that not differences

can be accounted for by Variations ire. values; for instance,

some variations are produced by differences in knowledge and

intellectual skills. However, there appears to be an inter-

dependence among knowledge, skills and values.

Understanding and taking one's own values into

account is not always enough. Where individuals must work

as a team, understanding the values of other members becomes
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impnrtaat if choices and decisions are to bey made which will

gain the gelutne support of all concerned. And there must

be a wdilnnes s to accept the idea that while other

iftdi 'dual's values may be different from our own they are

not necessarily better or worse. Such acceptance can result

xmproved interpersonal relations and effectiveness the

policy making process.

rd Spram a German philosopher, developed the

following olassifica ion of value orientati-

2. Theo _cal'Nan: Primarily interested in the discovery

of truth. SeekS to obse rare and to

reason -- his interests are empirical,

critical and rational. He i an

intellectual.

2- Economic Ban: Primarily oriented toward what is

useful and practical. Fit: veil the

s tereotype of the businessnnen..

,esthetic Nal ife values form and harmony. Chief

interest lies in the artistic aspects

Life.



4. Soda

.Politic L Nan:

15 -

Essential value is love of people

the philanthropic aspect of love.

Kind, sympathetic and unselfish.

Oriented tc ward power. Very competitive.

Seeks personal power, i_fluehce and

recognition.

6. Religious Nan: Dominant value is unity. He seeks to

relate himself to the universe in a

meaningful way.

(Guth and T Auire; 1975:23

terms of policy raking, the consideration of

values is vital because of their influence on aspirations,

goals and perception of reality. This area is a complex one

to deal with as far as boards are concerned, especially

where values are expressed, in the "public interest."

That OUGHT TO BE?

Value preferences are generally expressed in terms

f desired condition ixcumstances or events, as they

relate to demands, needs issues.

exaIly, tKe MORT TO BE component is expressed as

goals reflecting what is desired or wanted (in an ideal sense) .
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Goals, in the broadest sense, are statements ofr intent

reflect concerns expressing specific needs or demands. Goals,

the form of generalized reference points, often provide

-challenging points for public action.

What IS?

This looks at reality. That is, looks at the

cu .t state of affairs in terns of support resources,

the levels of attainment, what is being done to meet the

need, to resolve the issue, to respond to the demand.

Gap Discrepancy: The interplay of the OUGHT TO B and IS

gives to d'gap or discrepancy, perceiVed or otherwise,

between what is desired and -what is, in fact, xeality. This

gap, once identified, must then p- reviewed, considered and

confirmed as problem. or noil problem. A.conseguentiaL

decision choice ray be to att rtipt to close the gap to s

realistic and feasible level, or to-do nothing.

his brief ntery into the process it is clear

that to reach a decision is necessary to have relevant

background information, and a Tlundber of viable alternatives

at each deciiion. point. Thugs, three basic elements of the

decision process are information, alternatives (or choice)

d decisions - these will be cared for throughout the

process. As well, a oble tation is necessary.
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'That is the TEDBIEVU

.
By problem it is taken to near; definition of a desired

endstate or result -- such as the value outcomes outlined

earner. That is, the kind of.problem we are talking about

here is the kind that requires a decision or policy. It

shouLd be understood that to correctly state a problem does

riot aluays Lead to a correct answer, but to incorrectly

state a problem practically guarantees a wrong answer.

ro deal adequately with any specified problem, there

are seven basic tasks which must be undertaken:

1. Goal Clarification: What future conditions or circumstances

are to be'realized as far as possible?

Flow inportant are they?

2. Trend _scrip-4.on: To what extent have past and recent

Analysis
Circumstances and
Conditions:

conditions and

proached the desired state?

What discrepancies are there?

Bow great are they?

What factors have influenced L1e

direction and force of the trends

described? Are any of the factors

identified key.



4. Projection of
Developments:

16

If nothing is done, what is likely

to happen? chat _t_s the probable

-future of the goal? discrepancy?

Invention of What are the solution alternatives?
Alternatives:

5. Evaluation: What interntediate objectives and

solution alternatives will gain the

best progress toward the preferred

goals?

7. Selection or Choice: What's the final decision to be?

(Lasswell,,1971:39)

These seven,tasks stress both content and procedure,

emphasizing the issue under consideration must be specified

and Clarified so that we are always "on course." The tasks

serve as a guide to the eXplorations that are necessary if

specific issues are to be dealt with creatively and construct-

ively. That is, here is a guide tb obtaining a realistic

image of major phases of. any collective act. Yet, until now,

little effort has been made to increase the ability of

groups of policy makers to process-the additional information

necessary to keep pace with the growing complexity in

problem solving responsibilities.
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What MIGHT BE?

Once the problem has been sharply defined, a range

f possible solutions is laid out and the location of

potentially "best" choices within that range is initiated

(Step 5: Problem Orientation). For each alternative or

choice risks, costs, and benefits are predetermined. Also,

calculation of the likelihoods that the various possible

outcomes will occur is undertaken. The objective here is

to narrow the range of plausible policy solutions by excluding

the infeasible or truly exploitative for instance, and to

rank thp remaining options according to well-defined

criteria (Step 6: Problem Orientation).

What S LL BE?

Choice selection (Step 7: Problem Orientation) refers

to the fact that ultimately someone or a few,must decide on

the policy options, and 'that is the traditional responsibility

of "decision makers." Once a choice is made action must be

taken to mplement the policy. Developing, formulation and

deciding on a policy choice to guide a system, as valuable

a function as this may be, is not in itself sufficient for

a school board. Beyond the task of keeping policy continually

appropriate, it must be implemented or executed effectively.
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decision has been made.,

implemented end the deire eskil.t will be near those

expected. by the policy mak t hou1d be clearly under-

stood that to maXe policy is vie tYting, to i.mplentent it is

another. Put another way, witbiut implementation there is

no policy.

aseu _d that once a policy

vd11 automatically be

The imp

all must understand i

overall framework,

affected individual

the implementation of p0

than, the formulation of

. When con Si

icy &s so important that

_ place in the

interest groups and

en attempt to influence

as much as, if not more

ef Plsoces

n strategies a number

-f questir ns be k p in mtnicl, is the implementation

With each component

fitting into an integrated whOle? Does the approach make

oat side? Are adequate

resources Money, competence, 0.171c1 facilities - available?

Does the approach involve WI acceptable degree of risk?

Does the approach have a) ap, oprlate time horizon? Is it

workable?

should

strategy a_ well-work out ap.

sense with respec to what i Tok
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What are the RESULTS?

Results are basically policy putcomes usually referred

to as effects or impacts of a policy on actual conditions.

From a policy perspective it is essential to determine the

outcomes of policy in the social system as these serve via

the feedback loop as the inputs into both the social and

policy making system. Questions such as: Are we making

satisfactory progress with respect to our policy goals? Are

our policies still valid? These are important for this is

one way of finding out what is actual). y happening and how

reality differs from what was intended by those responsible

for the policy selected. As soon as a product varies

critically from the desired state, system should report

this information, modify the condition automatically,

correct the malfuncti top.

Policy evaluation asks questions

sorts: What polio as and programs were s

the following

1 or

unsuccessful? How can that performance be assessed and

measured? A termination (stop) decision refers to the

adjustment of policies and programs that have become

redundant, outmoded, cor unnecessary., Here, too, -thorough

evaluation is necessary. Whr, for 2. nstance, will a policy

termination affect? How? What costs will they have to bear?

Can they be met from other sources? To ignore this phase
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cy 'taxing has mo tly negative. implications for policy

and the poeple whose l.i ve s the policy affects. Without

.this feedba.alc policy niust feel Like those who don',t

know where they're g don't know where they are when

they get there, and who don't know wher e they were when

they get b C lumbus Syndrome)

system

through the ystexu npacts the social

f n

values (and valve preferences) and appropriate

subsequent tion.

devends and issues which again

CODICLUSION

r mwork presented hir=e i s structured on the

premise thAt policy melting at the school. hoard Level basically

S a sociO-polltical change process. The fanework presented,

'while hi hly simplified and generalized, focused on the more

important qu estions and aspects which. should be considered

in policy making-.

E55 n telly, the fremes.:ork attexnngts to stress the

importance ot having a a Tical approach to policy asking.

It provides school boards'oa d with a basic structure for policy

=king. It is here presented for consideration by those

hoards that aspire towacl nhancing their policy making role.
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